When I initiate a call from my phone, I get about 5 seconds of audio through Sync. But, her Ford Edge (with Microsoft Sync) is exhibiting the same behavior. Have an iPhone with Ford Sync, here's how to connect your phone to the system:

To connect to Bluetooth audio, hold down the Sync button to the left of your stereo.

If you've experienced slow operation or video/audio issues with MyFord Touch, performing a clean phone pair and turning off Automatic Phonebook Download.

Did you recently upgrade to iOS8 and the Bluetooth in your car has stopped working? Cars that are having issues (it is most: Audi, Prius, Mercedes, Ford, Volkswagen, Phone does not even give the option to switch to Bluetooth for the call, even if it was just successfully streaming audio to the iPhone 4S - 2014 Audi A4. Mar 24, 2015. I've run into a similar problem streaming audio from my iPhone 5 to my Lexus cth200 since upgrading to 8.2. I have an iPhone 4S. Did the Ford sync update with USB drive to latest version and now both iOS 8.2 phones have working.

2014 Ford Edge I am having problems with Sync too after updating my iPhone 4S. My phone pairs with MFT with Sync, but on incoming calls, the phone will ring through the car audio, but then it drops the Bluetooth connection and the call.

The iPhone wound up resyncing with the car as a phone, not as an audio device and with my 4s phones has been intermittent and undependable on my 2013 Ford Fusion with MyFordTouch. No problems here connecting to my Hyundai. Make sure the Bluetooth menu option in the audio unit is set to ON.

Bluetooth: Why does it take so long for my iPhone to pair with my Audi’s A4’s handsfree mode? Bluetooth: What all problems do people face with blueetooth in car?

Same issue, Bluetooth connects, but does not change the audio source to the 2013 Ford Escape – iPhone 4s updated to 8.1.1 – Sync connects and will start. And tricks for you to solve problems on iPhone won't connect to Ford Sync. multiple features like use Automatic Phone book Download, Bluetooth Audio Streaming, Caller ID, How to Recover...
Detected Photos from iPhone 4 and 4S on Mac. Re: Troubleshooting navigation & bluetooth issues in your vehicle, DogsRock, 9/3/14 7:48 PM

2010 Ford Expedition (w/Ford Sync) If I want to hear the audio directions I either have to tune into the iPhone music broadcast or turn off. I had an iPhone 4s and the Google Maps voice navigation simply stopped working.

It appears that after upgrading to iOS 8 or purchasing a new iPhone 6 or 6 Plus, users have trouble pairing their phones to their car audio systems. The devices.

The odd thing is I could play bluetooth audio through my iPhone. I even had a hard time setting up my iPhone 4s and the Google Maps voice navigation simply stopped working. When I was using an iPhone 4s, the voice navigation would work fine with my car. It seems that there is a problem with the iPhone 6 or 6 Plus.

When is Ford going to fix SYNC so that it is possible to pair a phone? I currently have a Ford Escape 2013 and an iPhone 4s. The phone pairs and works fine with the Ford Sync system. When is Ford going to fix SYNC so that it is possible to pair a phone?

When you re-pair the phone to Ford SYNC, it's actually important to make sure the Ford Sync system is updated to the latest software version. This will help ensure that the system is compatible with your phone.

The problem is, the bluetooth audio is always disconnected, making listening to audio difficult. The Bluetooth audio seems to degrade with iPhone (4s) voice quality. The audio quality is nearly identical to the app on my iPhone 4s and does everything I need it to.

Ok so since the upgrade to iOS 7.1.2 my iPhone 5s 64GB stopped pairing with Ford Sync. The Bluetooth streaming music works with no issues and voice mails can be listened to. Assuming you're using a Ford Sync or other OEM style of Bluetooth with an adapter.

Ford Sync - Online discussion summary by BoardReader.

iPhone 4. Can I set up my iPhone 4 through Bluetooth on Ford Sync, as a mobile Internet Data? Bluetooth A2DP will send any audio that your phone outputs wirelessly, including through a Bluetooth connection to the Ford Sync system. The Ford Sync AppLink-equipped vehicles.

The Bottom Line: For iPhone 4 and 4S lovers, the Pioneer AppRadio 2 is possibly the solution. The problem with this is after disconnecting voice call it hangs. If you have been experiencing iPhone 6 bluetooth connectivity issues, leave your IOS 8 iPhone and go to Settings _ General _ Accessibility _ Call Audio Routing. Can also pair with wifes Nissan but can't make calls. Iphone 5
and 4s with iOS8 works fine. 2013 Ford Transit connects to iPhone 6 but will not make calls.

Learn about Bluetooth and how this wireless technology can make routine tasks easier.

How do I turn Bluetooth on for my phone or tablet and pair it to my Bluetooth.

Has anyone heard whether Apple has corrected the problem that prevents their phones from receiving text? I can send text in the car through the BT connection (with Apple's Siri—1 press of button & that's it) no help from Ford. I was able to pair and connect the iPhone 6 on the CMAX. I am limited to Bluetooth audio only.

Menu: sync-media_select source bluetooth audio_my iPhone_ (where it tells me the options the book says it should, so I'm having a hard time troubleshooting!)

We are looking forward to plugging into the new Ford Sync 3 technology coming in.

Access to functions such as Sound, Time, Bluetooth, Navigation, and so on.

I have an iPhone 4S that I use in my work truck to exclusively play music using Spotify. It should be playing music through the USB port or via Bluetooth audio. If you're having problems with Bluetooth in iOS 8, you're not alone. Or purchasing a new iPhone 6 or 6 Plus—particularly when trying to pair their phones. Several Ford owners chimed in saying they're seeing similar behavior. I found a way to downgrade my iPhone 4S to iOS 8.1, lost all my stuff on the device, and guess what…

The iPhone iOS 8-8.2 update for iPhone 4S/5/6/6+, does it fix Bluetooth issues with the Apple TV? It involves removing the device from the iCloud setup and then connecting it. More Bluetooth issues and fixes along with the new "audio-only" connection fix. Ford SYNC, AWD Tesla S, Volvo, Pioneer, Mojio, OTTER App & Connected. My car has an USB connection which I use
to connect to my iPhone 4s (with iOS 7.1) as a charger. Can you solve these intermittent audio problems with Ford Sync and iPhone? Disable automatic switch to Bluetooth carkit on iPhone.

I had a problem crop up yesterday with my iPhone and Ford Sync. While my iPhone Q: No audio with Bluetooth (Ford Sync) - iPhone 5s iPhone 4S, iOS7. Many users have reported problems with bluetooth connectivity after updating to So try connecting to the accessory with your Mac, PC or any other device, Iphone ford' microsoft sync bluetooth audio, I'am having the same problem with my ipad mini with my iphone 4s unable to get a bluetooth hotspot and get.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Ford SYNC Forum is the largest peer to peer Ford SYNC Help site for pairing phones, music players, android, iphone, ipod, navigation and more ford Ford.